
All images courtesy of People&#8217;s Pottery Project, shared with permissionPeople&#8217;s Pottery Project (PPP) has a simple mission: to empower formerly incarcerated women, trans, and nonbinary individuals and
their communities through the arts. The value of the Los Angeles-based nonprofit, though, reaches far beyond the ceramics studio where its members carefully sculpt and glaze dinnerware to sell from its warehouse.At the
heart of PPP is mutual aid, a form of community support and solidarity that rapidly expanded at the onset of the pandemic but that has a rich history in political movements. The initiative is multi-facetedâ€”it currently
employs three people full-time and two part-time, and formerly incarcerated folks can drop in to help in the production process and be paid for their contributions. Depending on COVID-19 guidance and the ability to meet
in-person, PPP also hosts community classes. As restrictions lift in the coming months, the organization plans to expand these offerings as it strives to stabilize its income and connect with more artists.The project began
when co-founder Molly Larkey hosted free pottery workshops for women, trans, and non-binary folks, many of whom were experiencing homelessness. It was immediately apparent that people who came to class needed
to be paid for their time: not only to value their creative contribution toward the organization that was starting to take form but as a way to put money in their pockets, Larkey says. Many of the gatherings simultaneously
sparked conversations about job opportunities and housing options, which offered additional support beyond the group&#8217;s creative practice.Two attendees in these early days were Ilka Perkins and her wife,
Dominique, women Larkey knew through her volunteer efforts with the California Coalition for Women Prisoners, an organization that works tirelessly to have people who are incarcerated be released through
commutation, parole board support, and legislative reform. Larkey offered Perkins a job as an artist assistant prior to Perkins&#8217; release from the California Institution for Women in 2020. Soon after, the two
co-founded PPP.&nbsp;lka Perkins (left) and Susan Bustamante glaze bowlsToday, the organization sells 10-inch plates and bowls in three sizesâ€”every item is made entirely by hand so the pale blues and earthen
tones vary on each dishâ€”with plans to create new products and special packaging that details the issues communities are facing. These include DROP LWOP (Drop Life Without the Possibility of Parole) and SURVIVED
&amp; PUNISHED, two abolitionist campaigns that current PPP employee Susan Bustamante, who previously was serving a life sentence, is involved in.Many of the fully functional ceramics are sold for $50, a price point
that aligns with PPP&#8217;s goals. The idea is to share our beauty and creativity, to employ as many formerly incarcerated people as we can in meaningful creative work and make our ceramics accessible to anyone
and everyone, Larkey says. We are hopeful that our art will also function as advocacy so that people learn more about the issues affecting us and our loved ones who are still incarcerated.&nbsp;As for future endeavors,
Larkey is optimistic about the possibilities of artists getting involved in mutual-aid efforts as a way to support their neighbors. There is a real need for creative skills but the most important thingâ€”and I canâ€™t stress this
enoughâ€”is to be involved with a community over a period of time, she says. The groundwork has been already laid by the people most impacted by systemic oppressions such as the prison industrial complex, and they
will be the ones who know what is most needed.You can support PPP by purchasing dinnerware on its site and by making a donation. Follow updates on future classes and products on Instagram. (via
Hyperallergic)&nbsp;Molly Larkey (left) and Tania BrownAll images Â© Justkids, shared with permissionA drab water tower in Fort Chaffee, Arkansas, is overrun with a 70-foot-tall garden of technicolor flowers and vines
thanks to artists Darren and Emmelene Mate, aka DabsMyla. The Australian wife and husband are known for their hand-painted psychedelic dreamscapes, which envelop the otherwise utilitarian tank with oversized flora.
Titled Magical Unity, the circular mural features plants native to the region, along with a fuzzy bumblebee mid-pollination, all rendered in the duo&#8217;s playful style.DabsMyla completed the public project in just one
week, which they describe:Color plays a big role in our work and how we create. For this piece, we wanted to produce an uplifting feeling through flowers and running a rainbow of hues from the bottom to the top. This is a
really large work, and we hope that it will positively impact the community and bring happiness to everyone who passes by it.The transformative artwork is the latest commissioned by the women-led curators of
JustkidsÂ (previously) andÂ OZ Art, which have been collaborating to revitalize areas around Arkansas in recent years. Shop pins and stickers of DabsMyla&#8217;s quirky characters in their shop, and check out more of
the couple&#8217;s work on Instagram.&nbsp;Red Bandana on Green Suit (2020), oil on canvas, 48 x 36 inches. All images Â© Otis Kwame Kye Quaicoe courtesy of Roberts Projects, Los Angeles, shared with
permissionSet against bold, impasto backdrops, Otis Kwame Kye Quaicoeâ€™s portraits emphasize the subjects&#8217; spirits, their emotional states and idiosyncracies conveyed through facial expression, gesture, and
garmentsâ€”striped suits, wide-brimmed hats, and bright red bandanas tied around their necks. He renders figures in shades of gray, painting distinctive artworks that embrace the multitudes of Black life through striking
and powerful depictions. The goal, the Ghanaian artist (previously)Â said in an interview with Juxtapoz, isÂ to capture what they want to say but cannot say in just one image. So that when you see the figure or the
painting, you wonder who the person is.Quaicoe&#8217;s next solo show will run fromÂ April to May 2021 at Roberts Projects in Los Angeles. Until then, see more of his vibrant portraits on Artsy and
Instagram.&nbsp;Wilde Wilde West (2020), oil on canvas, 30 x 24 inchesLady in Sunglasses (2020), oil on canvas, 24 x 18 inchesGlare (2020), oil on canvas, 36 x 36 inchesLeft: DOPE (2020), oil on canvas, 48 x 36
inches. Right: Green Wall (2020), oil on canvas, 40 x 30 inchesObserving (2020), oil on canvas, 48 x 36 inchesWiyaala (2020), oil on canvas, 30 x 24 inchesBandana Cowboy (2020), oil on canvas, 48 x 36 inchesAll
images Â© Jeremy Snell, courtesy of Setanta Books, shared with permissionBlanketing much of Ghana&#8217;s landscape is Lake Volta, an artificial reservoir with the largest surface area in the world. The enormous
body of water spans from the southern part of the African country through the northern region and is contained by the Akosombo Dam, which generates much of the nation&#8217;s electricity.Despite the stunning
environment and rich surrounding landscape, the lake has a sinister side that photographer Jeremy Snell captures in a new book, titled Boys of Volta. Thousands of children work in its massive fishing industryâ€”and
many of these children are trafficked into labor, a statement about the project says. Through intimate and impactful shots, the Brooklyn-based photographer peers into the lives of young boys who wade into the
tree-speckled water with swathes of fishing nets. Snell writes about the project:The trafficking of children and child labor in this region has a lot to do with the complex economic and social history of the Ghanaians residing
around the lake. Young children are targeted for fishing because of their mobility and small hands for untangling nets. This series hopes to capture some of the solitude and innocence of young children entrapped in this
reality.Individual prints and the book compiling Snell&#8217;s series are currently available from Setanta BooksÂ with ten percent of proceeds going to International Justice Mission, a global organization that strives to end
slavery, police abuse, and violence against women and children. Follow Snell&#8217;s projects that document life around the world on Instagram. (via Creative Boom)&nbsp;JoaquÃn CociÃ±a and CristÃ³bal LeÃ³n
descend into the psychologically disturbing world of a child escaped from religious fanatics in their feature-length film The Wolf House.Â Layered with audio of unsettling voices and the quiet mutterings of a young girl, the
grotesque animation seamlessly blends horror and documentary as it recounts some of the tragedies of the Colonia Dignidad, the post-World War II colony that was established by Germans and Chileans under the
dictatorial rule of General Augusto Pinochet. Founded in 1961, the isolated area was infamous for torture, internment, and murder, and The Wolf House showcases its impact on a child who takes refuge in a strange
house.Fans of filmmaker Daisy Jacobs and artist BLU will recognize some of the methods used in CociÃ±a and LeÃ³n&#8217;s work, including classic stop-motion techniques and painting directly on the walls of the set.
Characters shift constantly, whether between two and three dimensions as they morph from murals into sculptural creatures or as they contort their bodies from life-sized forms to massive heads and from human to
animal.CociÃ±a and LeÃ³n, who are from Chile originally, have been collaborating since 2007 and lead the Santiago-based production company Diluvio. You can stream The Wolf House on ScreeningRoom, and see
more of the duo&#8217;s genre-bending work on their siteÂ and Vimeo.&nbsp;All images Â© Jem Cresswell, shared with permissionFor years, Sydney-based photographer Jem Cresswell (previously) has been diving
into the ocean to document the otherwise unseen lives of humpback whales, a humbling experience he recounts in the latest interview supported by Colossal Members. He discusses what drew him to the mammalian
subject matter and how collaborating with them during a long period has offered insight into their complex natures.There is very little you can control underwaterâ€”you are at the mercy of the elementsâ€”and of the
wildlife. You canâ€™t force a natural interaction with a wild animal, which makes it all the more rewarding when everything comes together.In this conversation, contributor Anna Marks speaks with Cresswell about the
pressures of working underwater, capturing the unique personalities of individual animals, and building relationships between species.&nbsp;Bronx, New York City. All images Â© Lula Goce, shared with permissionFrom
New York City to Azerbaijan to Kristianstad, Sweden, artist Lula Goce transforms blank walls into ethereal artworks that illustrate childlike wonder and growth. Her murals merge photorealistic renderings of adolescent
subjects with otherworldly surroundings: plumes of flowers and vines wind around the figures, serpentine creatures emerge from the plants, and shrunken landscapes rest in the children&#8217;s hands. Serene and
dreamy, the works often center on children painted in subtle tones who peer into the distance or are deep in sleep.Based in Vigo, Spain, Goce sells prints of her large- and small-scale works in her shop, and you can
follow where she&#8217;s headed next on Instagram.&nbsp;Kristianstad, SwedenBelorado, SpainMurcia, SpainVigo, SpainVÃ¤stervik, SwedenVilanova i la GeltrÃº, SpainPanxon, NigrÃ¡n, SpainAll images Â© Rosa
Andreeva, shared with permissionMoscow-based fiber artist Rosa Andreeva crafts quaint gardens complete with tufts of moss, floating pollen, and cracked teacups made of silk. Teeming with whimsy, the dense
embroideries balance tight stitches with loose ends that form the three-dimensional thistle heads, violet pansies, and various florals. To create the fairytale scenes, Andreeva first sketches the flora and fauna onto her
fabric and then layers the textured details in thread and beads. As works are complete, she sometimes makes them available for purchase on Instagram. (via Lustik)&nbsp;Step into Claudia Buenoâ€™s aquarium-style
installation at Meow Wolfâ€™s new space in Las Vegas and experience the slow, oscillating movements of natural life. Pulse is comprised of countless white line drawings that are meticulously intertwined and
superimposed on 60 glass panels. When illuminated, they mimic scores of nautilus spirals, coral, vines, and botanics that sway and throb in glowing masses.This is what &#8216;Pulse&#8217; is, a way of creating
animated volumes using layers of drawings that build up. I have been refining this technique for the last six years, understanding how thes
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